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ABSTRACT

A motion capture method is used to capture facial motion to create 3D animations and for recognizing facial

expressions. Since the facial motion consists of non-rigid deformations of a skin, it is difficult to track a transition

of a point on the face over time. Therefore, a number of methods based on markers have been proposed to solve

this problem. However, since it is difficult to place the markers on a face or on an actual texture of the face, it is

difficult to apply the marker-based capture methods. To overcome this problem, we propose a marker-less motion

capture method for facial motions. Since the thickness of a skin varies in each facial part, the features of the

motion of the each parts also vary. These features make the non-rigid tracking problem more difficult. To prevent

the problem, we recognize five types of facial parts (nose, mouth, eye, cheek and obstacle) from 3D points of a face

by using Random Forest algorithm. After the recognition of the facial parts, we track the motion of the each part

by using a non-rigid registration algorithm based on the Gaussian Mixture Model. Since the motions of the each

part are independently detected, we integrate the motions of the each part as 3D shape deformations for tracking

the motions of the points on the whole face. We adopt a Free-Form Deformation technique which is based on the

Radial Basis Function for the integration. This deformation method deforms 3D shapes seamlessly with pairs of

key points: several numbers of points of a source face and the corresponding points of a target shape which are

detected by the non-rigid registration algorithm. Finally, we represent the motion of the face as the deformation

from the face of the initial frame to the others. In our results, we show that the proposed method enables us to

detect the motion of the face more accurately.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The facial animation and capturing motions are one of

the important topics in the area of computer graphics

and vision[1, 2, 3, 4]. The most important point for

capturing motions is that the capturing method can cor-

rectly track the movement of all points (vertexes) from a

frame to another frame of the motion. In case of a facial

motion capture, since the movement of a skin on a face

is mainly caused by a movement of muscles, it has more

flexibility than that of a body movement caused by a

movement of a bone and an axis. To detect the move-

ment of a face between frames, a number of methods

have been proposed. The method which tracks artificial

markers on a face is the well-known approach to cap-

ture the motion of a face[3, 5]. By using the artificial

markers, a capturing method can track the movement

of the point robustly, even if a point on a face has fewer

features for tracking. In other cases, when it is diffi-

cult to place the artificial markers on a face or when we

want to capture the texture at the same time, marker-

less capturing methods are used. Some of the marker-

less methods detect corresponding points between the

frames based on the features of the shape[6, 7]. These

feature based approaches enable us to track a movement

of a mouth, nose and eyes which have strong features of

its shape. However, it is difficult to track a movement



of a cheek and a forehead which have a few features by

the feature based approaches. In this case, the non-rigid

registration algorithms[8, 9] can be a solution to track

the movement of a face. If we apply the non-rigid regis-

tration algorithm for tracking, the algorithm detects the

transformation from a face in one frame to that of an-

other frame smoothly. However, since the thickness of a

skin varies in each part of a face, a movement of a face

also varies in each part. This feature of the non-rigid

registration algorithm erases the feature of the move-

ment of a face.

To solve this problem, we propose a motion capture

method that independently tracks movements of each

part of a face. For this method, we define five parts of

a face: nose, mouth, eye, cheek and obstacle. To recog-

nize the facial parts from a face, we utilize a Random

Forest[10]. After the recognition of the facial parts, we

detect the movement of the each facial parts with the

non-rigid registration algorithm[8, 9]. Finally, we in-

tegrate the movement of each part into a single one to

represent a movement of the whole shape of a face.

2 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we describe the related works about the

facial motion capture and the registration of 3D objects.

2.1 Facial Motion Capture

Since it is difficult to create the facial animations man-

ually, a number of methods are proposed to capture the

facial motion automatically. There are two types of ap-

proaches to capture the facial motion: a marker-based

approach and a marker-less approach.

The marker-based approach has the advantage that it

can more robustly detect the movement of the markers

than the marker-less approaches. Huang et al. proposed

the method to capture a high-fidelity facial movement

by using one hundred markers[3]. This method can

capture realistic and dynamic wrinkles and fine-scale

facial details. However, the marker-based approach re-

quires time to set up the marker and it is difficult to use

to capture the scene, since the object has to be in con-

tact with the face. Bickel et al. proposed the method

that uses painting markers to capture the detailed defor-

mation of the face such as the wrinkles[11][5]. These

marker-based approaches have a common problem that

it is laborious to put the markers and it is difficult to

capture the natural texture at the same time with the

motion.

On the other hand, the marker-less approaches are pro-

posed to solve the problems of markers. Sibbing et

al. uses the feature tracker like the KLT tracker[12]

to detect the movement of a face[4]. They proposed

the Surfel Fitting method to fit the deformed face to the

scanned 3D points of the face. Weise et al. constructs

the facial performance database of a person to detect the

motion of the face from 2D image and 3D point set[13].

This method finds the similar poses from the database

and reconstructs the facial expression by combining the

similar poses. This kind of method uses 2D texture in-

formation. Therefore, the motion capture method based

only on the 3D point is required and the following ap-

proaches are conducted.

2.2 Registration of 3D objects

The registration algorithm is commonly used to inte-

grate two point sets that are scanned from different po-

sitions and angles. It is also useful to detect the move-

ment of an object. Therefore, there are a number of

approaches to capture the motion of the object by using

the registration algorithms.

2.2.1 Rigid Registration

The rigid registration algorithms detect the translation

and rotation of an object from two point sets. The ICP

algorithm[14] is one of the well-known approaches. In

this paper, we try to detect the non-rigid movement

of a face. Although, the scanned data of a face is al-

most non-rigid, it still contains a rigid transformation.

Therefore, we use the Normal Distributions Transform

(NDT) algorithm[2] to estimate the rigid transformation

of a face. The NDT is robustly estimating the transfor-

mation by using a mixture of a Gaussian distribution to

represent the distribution of the points[15][16].

2.2.2 Non-Rigid Registration

The non-rigid registration algorithms become one of the

most important topics in computer vision and graphic

fields and it is useful to detect the movement of the

point sets[7, 8, 6, 17]. Myronenko et al. proposed

the Coherent Point Drift(CPD) algorithm[9] that re-

gards the distribution of the point set as Gaussian Mix-

ture Models and minimizes the distance of the Gaus-

sian centroids. The method proposed Chui et al. is

a similar approach that uses Expectation-Maximization

(EM) algorithm with the basis function as the thin-plate

spline (EM+TPS)[18]. Jian et al. advanced this kind

of approach by using the L2 distance between Gaus-

sian mixtures representing two point sets[8]. They com-

pare the performance of four types of approaches: L2

distance and TPS based approach (L2+TPS), L2 dis-

tance and the Gaussian based RBF (GRBF) based ap-

proach (L2+GBRF), TPS and CPD. Since these algo-

rithms have the acceptable robustness and accuracy, we

use the L2+TPS algorithm to detect the movement of

facial parts.

Tevs et al. proposed a novel method which is called

an Animation Cartography[7]. This method detects the

correspondence of all points from a frame to the next

frame by using the graph matching algorithm. This



method detects the holes to interpolate them by con-

sidering the global correspondences. Li et al. proposed

a robust reconstruction method for a moving object[6].

This method uses the template model which is made

from the shape of the first frame and key points of the

template. To detect the movement, they deform the

template model to fit the shape of the next frame[19].

2.3 Recognition of a human body

In our approach, we recognize the facial parts from an

input point data. In terms of studies on the recognition

of a human body, various methods have been proposed.

Shotton et al. proposed an efficient method to quickly

and accurately predict 3D positions of body joints from

a depth image[20]. They use the Random Forest[10] to

recognize the body parts. Dantone also uses the Ran-

dom Forest based approach to recognize the facial parts

in real-time[21]. One of the advantages of the Random

Forest is that it quickly decides the class of the input,

even when the input data is huge and the feature vector

is composed of large dimensions.

3 OVERVIEW

Our method is composed of four steps as shown in

the Figure 1. In step (a), we create surfaces of a face

from a set of point cloud generated by the 3D scanning

method[22]. We use a 3D shape feature which is called

First Point Feature Histogram (FPFH) [23] as a feature

vector for a Random Forest to recognize the facial parts.

At this time, we also create a height map (the height is

equal to the depth from the camera) which is used for

the step (d).

In step (b), we train the Random Forest to recognize

the facial parts. Then, we classify the facial parts into

five types: nose, mouth, eye, cheek and obstacle. The

feature vector of each point of the face is defined by

using the FPFH and a normalized position. To calculate

the normalized position, we define the origin point at

the tip of the nose and normalize positions of all points

into -1.0 to 1.0. We create the training set by selecting

the each part manually. We will describe the details of

this step in Sec. 4.

In step (c), by using the results from the step (b), we de-

tect the movement of the each facial part independently.

We calculate the transformation of the each point from

the point set belongs to first frame to it belongs to other

frames by using the L2-TPS algorithm.

In step (d), we integrate the transformation of the each

point that is estimated in the step (c) into the small num-

ber of the key points to represent the deformation of the

face. We use a deformation method which is based on

the Radial Basis Function (RBF)[24, 1]. Finally, the

motions of the face are represented by the deformations

that deform the face shape from the first frame to other

frames. We will describe the details both the step (c)

and (d) in Sec. 5.

4 FACIAL PARTS RECOGNITION

In this section, we describe how to recognize the fa-

cial parts from 3D points of a face (the step (b) in Fig-

ure 1). Since the number of 3D points included in the

motion of a face is usually huge, it is required that the

recognition algorithm has an acceptable performance to

process over 100,000 points. The Random Forest algo-

rithm (RF) has the advantage in speed to process the

huge data. On the other hand, RF has a problem called

"over fitting". This is when RF has a tendency to recog-

nize an unknown object as one category (it is difficult

to reject the data) in case of a generic object recogni-

tion. In case of a facial parts recognition for motion

tracking, there are a few numbers of unknown objects

like outliers and obstacles. To overcome the problem,

we add the obstacles into one class of the facial parts.

Finally, we define the five classifications of the facial

parts: "nose", "mouth", "eye", "cheek" and "obstacle".

The reason why we don’t differ the left and right parts

is that if the number of the parts is large, each possibil-

ity value of the parts of a point is more widely spread.

Then, the points which are not determined any facial

parts are increased. To prevent this, we select the five

classifications of the facial parts. In the following sec-

tions, we will discuss about a feature vector for recog-

nizing the facial parts and training process of the RF.

4.1 Feature Vector for Recognizing the

Facial Parts

It is important to define the feature vector for the Ran-

dom Forest to recognize the facial parts exactly. A

feature vector which has enough information about the

3D shape of a face is suitable for recognizing the face.

Therefore, we utilize the FPFH method[23] to compose

the feature vector because the FPFH efficiently repre-

sents the feature of the local shape of an object. FPFH

is a feature descriptor for point clouds that consists of a

histogram of the mean curvature between a point and

neighboring points. Because each facial part has its

own features in the curvature, we select FPFH as the

feature vector. In our preliminary experiment, there are

some errors when we recognize the facial parts form a

face with only FPFH as a feature vector. Then, we add a

normalized position of a point to the feature vector. To

denote the normalized position, we define the center of

the face as the tip of the nose and normalize the size of

the face into the range of −1.0 to 1.0. This additional
feature makes each decision tree of the Random For-

est simpler. The feature values of the FPFH are usually

similar between left eye and right eye. However those

of the normalized position are different. This strong

feature is useful to make the decision process of facial

parts simpler. Hence, the feature vector has the 33 di-

mensions information from the FPFH and three dimen-
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Figure 2: Flow diagram of the recognition of the facial

parts.

sions from the normalized position for representing the

feature of a point.

4.2 Training Process

We train the RF by using the classification of the facial

parts and the feature vector. To make training sets, we

choose 6 frames from the input motion and specify the

area of the facial parts manually. In this approach, users

have to make the training sets for every input data set.

This is the limitation of our method, however this ap-

proach has the benefits that it enables us to reject scan-

ning noises and an obstacle. Then, we also select the tip

of the nose for creating the feature vector. The trained

RF is used in the motion tracking process.

5 MOTION TRACKING FOR THE FA-

CIAL PARTS

In this section, we explain about the motion tracing pro-

cess of a face (step (c) in Figure 1). Figure 3 is the de-

tailed flow diagram of the step (c) to (d) in Figure 1. We

describe a set of points representing a face in t th frame
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Figure 3: Flow diagram of the motion tracking and de-

formation of a face.

as F t = (vt0, · · · ,v
t
i, · · · ,v

t
N)

T. And a facial part c of the

face is described as Ptc = (vtx,v
t
y, · · ·)

T.

Before the tracking process, we recognize the facial

parts Ptc by using the Random Forest RF(x). The RF(x)
gives the value of the possibility of each facial part for

each point. We accept the point which has the possibil-

ity of over 90% as the part Ptc(Eq. 1).

RD(F t)(the possibility o f c is over 90%)→ Ptc (1)

In the following sections, we describe the details of the

motion tracking process.

5.1 Sampling of tracking points

Our method tracks movements of each part Ptc on the

Non-rigid Registration method named "L2+TPS" (de-

scribed in section 2.2.2). Since the L2+TPS is designed

to deal with less than a thousand points, it is difficult

to apply our face model (it contains hundreds of thou-

sands of points.) However, since L2+TPS is useful way

to track a deformation of a non-rigid object, we re-

duce the number of the points for tracking (Figure 3

(a)). We apply the down sampling technique which is

called approximate voxel grid filtering [25] to reduce



the number of the points within 800 to 1500. We de-

scribe the reduced point set of Ptc as P̂
t
c . Then, since

most of points of Ptc are not tracked by L2+TPS by the

reduction of points, we will calculate movements of the

reduced points by interpolating the movement of P̂tc in

section 6.

5.2 Discussion about the target frame of

the tracking

When we track the movement of a face from a multi-

frame data, there are two types of approaches for track-

ing the movement. One is the approach which tracks

the movement between the neighboring frames (from

Ptc to P
(t+1)
c ). The other is that it tracks the movement

from the initial frame to other ones (from P0c to Ptc).

The former approach has an advantage that since the

difference between Ptc and P
(t+1)
c is usually small, it

is easy to fit Ptc to P
(t+1)
c by using non-rigid registra-

tion algorithms. However, if the number of frames is

large, errors that are caused by each tracking step are

accumulated in large amounts. The latter approach has

an advantage that even if a tracking result from P0c to

Ptc contains error, the result does not affect the other

tracking results. And if the shapes of a face around the

end of the motion are similar to the shape of the initial

frame, the tracking results will be better than the former

approach. In case of facial motions, since differences

from the initial shape to the other ones are smaller than

those of body motions, L2+TPS can directly track the

movement form P0c to Ptc . Therefor we adopt the latter

approach for tracking.

5.3 Motion Tracking based on the Parts

Recognition

Equation 2 represents the tracking procedural from P̂0c
to P̂tc by using L2+TPS.

L2+TPSP̂0c→P̂tc (P̂
0
c ) = Q

t
c (2)

Where Qtc represents registered positions from P̂
0
c to fit

to P̂tc . Q
t
c and P̂

1
c has same number of points and the

each point of Qtc is related to the each point of P̂
t
c . In

the following chapter, we will describe an integration

process of tracking results Qtc to detect the movements

of all points of a face F0.

6 INTEGRATION OF TRACKING RE-

SULTS OF THE FACIAL PARTS

The tracking resultsQtc are the sparse information about

movements of each facial part c. We calculate move-

ments from F0 to other frames by applying a shape de-

formation method. In this process, since we don’t con-

sider the difference of the facial parts, we describe a

tracking result of the entire face as Qtc = ∪cQ
t
c. Now,

  Control Vector 

   Surface of     

Radial Basis 

Function    Surface of         
0F

tF

tC

0

1T
0

0T

tT0
tT1

Figure 4: RBF based deformation.

L2+TPS registration method gives the positions of all

points Qt on the face F t . When a shape deformation

method deforms F0 to fit to F t , Q0 should be able to

deform to Qt by the method. Therefore, we utilize the

shape deformation method described in the following

section.

6.1 Shape deformation method based on

Radial Basis Function

We introduce the shape deformation method based on

RBF which deforms an object by interpolating moving

points[1]. The basic idea of the shape deformation is as

follows (Figure 4). Now, we put a point T 00 on a sur-

face F0 = (v00, · · · ,v
0
i , · · · ,v

0
N)

T and give a deformation

target point T t0 . When only the point T 00 moves to T t0 , a

deformed surface F̂ t is easy to determine by the follow-

ing equation.

vti = v
0
i +RBF(||T

0
0 − v0i ||)(T

t
0 −T

0
0 ) (3)

By using the equation 3, T 00 is correctly moved to T t0 .

However, if we add another pair of point T 01 and T t1 , the

deformed surface doesn’t pass the T t0 and T t1 because

of the movement vectors (T 00 −v0i ) and (T
0
0 −v0i ) affect

each other by RBF. To solve this problem, the shape de-

formation method detects vectors which are called the

"control vector" Ct . By considering the effect of mov-

ing points, theCt is detected to make F̂ t passing T t0 and

T t0 . In this study, we have the pairs of moving points Q
0

and Qt . Then, we describe the movement of the points

asMt =Qt−Q0 and the distance between the points of

Q0 is given by the following matrix D.

D(Q1
,Q1) =





||Q1
0−Q

1
0|| · · · ||Q

1
0−Q

1
m||

...
. . .

...
||Q1

m−Q
1
0|| · · · ||Q

1
m−Q

1
m||





. (4)

Then, the relationship of the control vector Ct and the

movement of the pointsMt is as following equation.

T t = RBF(D(Q1
,Q1))Ct (5)

Since Mt and Q1 are the known values, we can detect

Ct by using the invert matrix of D (equation 6).

RBF(D(Q1
,Q1))

−1
T t =Ct (6)



Figure 5: Examples of the input motions and tracked

ones (upper row:input, bottom row:tracked). (a)Slap.

(b)Smile (c)Stretch (d)Grip

Finally, by using the control vector Ct , an arbitrary

point v0i of the face F
0 is deformed to the F̂ t by the

following equation.

vti = RBF(D(v
0
i ,Q

1))Ct (7)

Through this process, the movement from F0 to F̂ t is

detected.

6.2 kernel function

We discuss a kernel function of RBF which defines the

feature of the interpolation between points. Since we

track the movement of the facial parts independently,

it has a feature that there are a few points of Qt be-

tween the boundaries of the parts. If we use a Gaussian

like function as a kernel function of RBF, the movement

of the area where the density of the points is sparse is

smaller than the other area. Thus making an unnatural

movement of the face. Therefore, we select a kernel

function as Euclid distance RBF(x) = ||x|| which af-

fects the movement to the wider area. This kernel func-

tion is also used in the research of facial deformation by

Noh et al. [24].

7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this chapter, we show tracking results of four types

of motions and discuss the accuracy of the results. The

four types of motions are as follows: slapping a face

(Slap), make a smile (Smile), vertically shrunk face turn

to expand (Stretch) and it is an example of general ob-

ject that a hand grips two rubber balls (figure 5). Table

1 shows numbers of points consists of the initial frame

and frames of each motion.

Table 1: Size of frames and points of input data.

Data set Slap Smile Stretch Grip

No. of frames 46 55 48 48

No. of points 115169 190599 321142 161517

Table 2: Conversion of the mean distances between the

input point clouds and the captured faces of the each

algorithm.

Mean distances (mm)

Data set Our L2+TPS L2+GBRF EM+TPS CPD

Slap 1.70 2.23 2.37 2.38 2.35

Smile 0.56 0.78 0.54 0.55 0.79

Stretch 1.27 1.55 1.46 1.55 1.63

Grip 0.84 1.55 1.52 1.85 1.55

7.1 Accuracy of the captured motion

For evaluating the accuracy of the proposed method and

previous Non-rigid registration methods (L2+TPS[8],

L2+GRBF[8], EM+TPS[18], CPD[9]), we calculate the

mean distance between the tracked face F̂ t and the in-

put faces F t as errors of tracking. Table 2 shows the

conversion of the mean distances of each method.

This result shows that the proposed method method

succeeds to reduce the errors of the motion "Slap",

"Stretch" and "Grip". Especially in the motion "Slap",

even though this motion includes a hand contacted to

the face, we can reduce the errors. Figure 6 visualizes

the errors of some frames of the motion. In this result,

the errors on the nose and the cheek are reduced. This

result shows that by dividing the facial parts for trac-

ing, we can reduce making wrong correspondences of

the tracking.

7.2 Evaluation of identity between the ini-

tial face and the tracked face

In the section 7.1, we evaluated the distances between

the initial face and the tracked one. Although it has

a meaning to evaluate the fitness of both the faces, it

is not clear that a point of the initial face correctly

moves to the identical point of other ones. Then, to

evaluate the identity between the initial face and other

ones, we manually made the ground truth of the move-

ment around the mouth by giving same positions of five

key points in each frame (the top row of the figure 7).

Figure 8 shows the mean distance between the tracked

points and the ground truth data. These results show

that the proposed method can detect the movement of

the face more accurately than other methods. However,

our method has several errors in the positions of the sev-

eral key points. This will be our next challenging task

to improve in our method.



Figure 6: Visualization of errors on the face. (a)Input

motion. (b)Results tracked by proposed method.

(c)L2+TPS. (d)L2+GBRF. (e)EM+TPS.

Figure 7: Accuracy of the motion. (a)Grand-truth

(b)Proposed method (c)L2-TPS
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Figure 8: Conversions of the tracking error of the key

points around the mouth.

8 CONCLUSION

The conclusion of this paper is as follows:

• The proposed method succeeded to detect the move-

ment of a face as the deformation from the initial

shape to the other shapes.

• The recognition of the facial parts provides the effi-

cient constraint to detect the correct transformation

of the key points.

• We show that the proposed method enables us to de-

tect the motion of the face more accurately than the

other non-rigid registration algorithms.

The proposed method still has several errors to detect

the shape of the facial parts. In the future, we will uti-

lize the texture information of a face to capture more

accurate motions.
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